Creatures D6 / Splox (Omnivorous Insec
Name: Splox
Designation: Non-sentient
Classification: Insect
Skin color: Blue, Orange
Eye color: Black
Distinctions: Wings
Homeworld: Bogano
Habitat: Wetlands, Mesas
Diet: Omnivorous
Dexterity: 3D+1
Perception: 2D
Strength: 2D
Special Abilities
Tusked Shell: Splox have a hard carapace, which has various horns on it which do Str+1D damage,
but also provides +1D protection against damage.
Winged: Although equipped with wings, Splox are not flying creatures, but are capable of short
bursts, where they can make a wing powered jump covering up to 10 meters up, or covering 20 meters in
distance.
Move: 10
Size: 0.8m long
Description: A splox was a type of large, non-sentient insect native to the Outer Rim planet Bogano.
Usually found in groups, splox were known to launch coordinated attacks against their prey. The insects
were omnivorous, and they inhabited Bogano's wetlands and mesas.
Biology and appearance
Splox were large, quadrupedal insects that inhabited Bogano, a planet in the galaxy's Outer Rim
Territories. Splox had a pair of small, thin, sprite-like wings that allowed them to hover over the wetlands
and mesas of their homeworld. Additionally, splox had appendages located below their eyes, and their
orange bodies were covered in blue shells with pointed ends. When attacked, splox could contort their
shape to quickly stagger their enemies, providing time for other splox to strike.
Behavior
An omnivorous species, splox usually lived in packs, and although non-sentient, they were known to
coordinate attacks to overwhelm their prey. One such prey was the bogling, a type of tunneling creature.
History

Around 14 BBY, the human Jedi Cal Kestis traveled to Bogano and discovered a dead splox. Using
psychometry, Kestis determined that the splox had been killed after attempting to raid a nest of boglings.
During his time on the planet, Kestis fought and killed several splox with his lightsaber.
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